Response properties of nociceptive and low-threshold neurons in rat trigeminal pars caudalis.
There is little doubt that trigeminal nociceptive neurons play a critical role in signaling the presence of harmful, or potentially harmful, orofacial stimuli. Unfortunately, there is only a limited understanding of how these neurons code such stimuli and whether this code is maintained in those structures responsible for generating overt reactions. The present series of experiments were designed to quantitatively document the response properties of nociceptive neurons in the rat trigeminal pars caudalis using the same electrical and innocuous and/or noxious mechanical and thermal stimuli employed in the characterization of nociceptive neurons with orofacial receptive fields in the rat superior colliculus. Neurons were classified as either low-threshold mechanoreceptive, wide-dynamic-range, or nociceptive-specific (type I, II) depending on their responsiveness to these stimuli. Nociceptive pars caudalis neurons (92/135, 68%) had receptive field organizations and input fibers (as indicated by latencies to electrical stimuli) quite different from those of low-threshold neurons (43/135, 32%). Nociceptive stimulus-response relationships for the population of wide-dynamic-range and nociceptive-specific type I neurons to contact heat stimuli were positively accelerating power functions with exponents of 3.9 and 4.4, respectively. This contrasted sharply with the low-threshold component of wide-dynamic-range neurons which was a negatively accelerating power function with an exponent of 0.7. All categories of nociceptive neurons also responded vigorously to cold stimuli. The thresholds of both hot and cold stimuli were often below psychophysical estimates of thermal pain, suggesting that "nociceptive" neurons process far more information than that required to signal potentially harmful stimuli. The fundamental similarities in nociceptive properties in pars caudalis and other structures of the central nervous system suggest that there is little transformation of the information encoded at successive levels of the neuraxis. This is consistent with the idea that the functional role of nociceptive neurons is reflected more in which circuits they are integrated and less in differences in their physiological properties.